ROSSA® CORZA GHOST

Our goal with Ghost was simple: Design a putter
that's easier to aim than any other. That's where the
white head comes in. Ghost's "golf-ball white" color
complements the white color of the ball, and also
stands out easily and beautifully against green grass
so you don't have to strain to see the topline. That
takes the strain off your eyes and promotes a calm
and confident state of mind, according to an expert
in the field of color perception, who we consulted
during the development of Ghost. The three black
lines on the crown lend further alignment support.
The two outer lines are spaced as far apart as the
width of a golf ball. Position the ball between those
lines when you address your putt -- you'll be amazed
at how easy it is to tell where the face is aiming.

The elevated crown merges seamlessly with the top
of the putterface, making the topline extremely easy
to see.
The circular hole at the rear of the putterhead works
in union with the three black lines on the crown and
the golf ball to create a vivid secondary alignment
aid that gives you complete assurance that your aim
is true.
Rossa's renowned AGSI ®+ (Anti-skid Groove System
Insert) promotes forwardspin for a smooth roll,
while its Titallium™ construction delivers soft and
satisfying feel at impact.
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ROSSA® CORZA GHOST

T he New Rossa Ghost Series : Alignment Made Easy
®

What makes Corza Ghost different
from other putters?
• Golf-ball white finish stands out against green grass
• Three black, easy-to-see alignment lines
• Circular hole creates a vivid secondary alignment aid
• AGSI ® + Titallium Insert promotes forward roll

ROSSA CORZA GHOST specifications
MODEL

Type

Head
Material

Corza Ghost

Large
Mallet

6061
Aluminum

Finish

Hosel

Offset

Length

Left
Hand

Head
Weight

Shaft

Loft

Lie

Grip

Insert

Toe
Down

Custom
Options

White

Shaft-in

3/4 Shaft

33, 34, 35

Yes

345g

Single Bend

4.0º

70

Winn - 62g

AGSI+
Titallium

Face
Balanced

Lie +/-2 deg
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